
ISAB deliberations       May 6, 2019 
 
The ISAB was presented the activities of GRADE and IdeaSquare (IS) on February 22-23, 
2019.  
 
The composition of ISAB: Professors Julian Birkinshaw (LBS), Matteo Cavalli-Sforza (IFAE), 
Kalevi Ekman (Aalto University), Sijbrand De Jong (Nijmegen), Ezri Tarazi (Technion), Thierry 
Lagrange (CERN, Chair). 
 
Minutes and presentations are available here. 
 
ISAB wishes to thank all the members of the different teams presenting their activities and 
answering all the questions. It also wishes to congratulate everyone involved for the 
impressive progress made since 2017 and for their achievements.  
 
Based on the presentations and summary minutes made available, ISAB wishes to make the 
following observations and recommendations: 
 

1. IS and GRADE provide CERN a new and unique platform for small groups to work 
together on next-generation instrumentation R&D challenges, with the potential for 
societal impact. ISAB considers that the GRADE projects are all scientifically sound 
and technically demanding; 

2. Of the current GRADE projects, ISAB found the TT-PET and the MRI (at ISOLDE) most 
promising. Considering the importance that CERN attaches to its work on Medical 
Physics, should it not find a way to support project like the MRI as part of its R&D in 
this field? Maybe after asking experts to evaluate its potential, after the ERC funding 
period is completed; 

3. ISAB considers that of the presented updates, AUGMENT has the highest potential 
for immediate use in broader range of applications and could even already move to 
incubator stage. Although ISAB understands the project has been on hold since 2017 
waiting for new fresh financing, it nevertheless would encourage the partners to 
consider commercializing possibilities with e.g. the help of the CERN KT Group; 

4. ISAB understands that all current GRADE project partners have applied to ATTRACT. 
If funded, this might be a good opportunity to restructure the projects, even if the 
initial funding levels are small. There might be opportunities for them to also liaise 
with other funded ATTRACT projects at CERN or elsewhere;  

5. ISAB would have liked to hear more about the longer term IS strategy of how GRADE 
initiatives intend to move on to the next stage(s) and how e.g. the Knowledge 
Transfer Group can be part of those efforts ; 

6. The annual budget presented (400 kCHF per year) is considered by ISAB as adequate 
for the present level of activities (150 registered events at IS in 2018; including a 
Fellow and two Project Associates for running the student activities and workshops; 
building operation costs, including running three labs). However, it is not clear to 
ISAB whether the rapid, seemingly organic increase of activities since 2017 is 
sustainable within the available resources. Therefore, IS is encouraged to examine 
whether the activities have already reached saturation level and if so, what activities 
should be reduced, dropped and which to be kept or increased. In view of possible 

https://indico.cern.ch/event/789850/


saturation of the system, it may be important to set up a strategy to determine 
which new GRADE projects could be accepted; 

7. Given the increasing Neutrino platform, ATTRACT and connected CBI activities, there 
appears to be a pressing need to extend the IS building using the plan made and 
proposed back in 2017. It would be very helpful if this extension could find the 
necessary additional financial resources (800 kCHF was quoted but not elaborated 
upon);   

8. ISAB considers that the opportunities offered by IS would merit reaching wider 
attention inside CERN, as it thinks that IS and the support it offers is not so well 
known and acknowledged at CERN. Based on experience gained e.g. at Aalto of how 
quickly organization memory tends to fade, perhaps IS should organize an annual 
“open” day to share its offerings and engage the younger generation to participate in 
IS activities (additional resources!); 

9. It would be useful to include IS & ATTRACT as a case example in the current 
discussions at the European Strategy Group related to technology transfer, 
education and outreach. If IS can provide some additional information, ISAB could 
assist in passing it on the relevant group(s) ; 

10. ISAB would encourage IS to interact with the people behind Science Gateway project 
to explore whether IS could be part of any common activities there;  

11. ISAB welcomes the IdeaSquare Journal of Experiment Innovation (CIJ) as an on-line 
platform to report and share the experiences gained in the different innovation 
(education) processes at IS and elsewhere (this is a Tampere University in-kind 
contribution to IS). ISAB encourages CIJ to include also stakeholder engagement 
analysis to select the right participants across different sectors and to shed light on 
the way experimental innovation-related education programs should be carried out 
w.r.t more classical ones. 

 
For the next review in early 2020, ISAB would like in particular to hear more about the 
following points: 

 What were the top three priorities set for IS in 2019 and what will they be for 2020? 

 What is the “sales pitch” of IS and GRADE to the intended target groups? How to 
measure the deliverables and what its impact is? 

 What are the (innovation-related) lessons learned from the GRADE projects at IS so 
far? What has worked, what has not? What is the strategy for accepting to host 
projects as part of GRADE? 

 Implications of IS activities for e.g. (Maxi) ATTRACT? What is the (revised) rationale 
behind the (selected?) IS activities? What is unique to IS (and what not)? 

 What is the vision of IS and ATTRACT for the next 5 years and 10 years, both for R&D 
and education? How is that strategic for CERN? How to quantity and measure it? 

 Could (should) IS be used to launch (new) R&D platforms also outside the scope of 
detectors? For example, related to accelerators? 

 How much and what type of resources are the external IS partners bringing in? 

 What new insights are the articles in CIJ offering to the future directions of IS 
educational activities and for (Maxi) ATTRACT? 

 
ISAB would also appreciate receiving ad-interim progress updates by email, to facilitate the 
preparations for the next review. 


